Laid-back luxury, oodles of mouth-watering food and genuine hospitality awaits guest at Seminyak’s Villa Kubu – complex of fourteen enchanting 1,2,3 bedroom villas, aimed at discerning traveler who are looking for something a little bit out of the ordinary. Each villa is delightful, embracing its own individual style, with a tropical open-living concept complemented by butler service, hi-tech amenities, antique furnishings and a private swimming pool nestled within a secure courtyard garden.

Romantic alfresco bathrooms – complete with natural spa products – are accessed by time-honoured doors and bordered by lotus ponds complete with whimsical stone carvings and trickling waterfalls. Colourful woven ikat fabrics envelop yielding cushions within thatched bale pavilions. Dreamy daybeds, mesmerizing artwork, candles, and sweet-scented posies of flowers enhance the homely ambience, while pampering spa indulgences. Meditation and yoga classes are provided within the privacy of each villa. Each kitchen, meanwhile, is equipped to facilitate the personal service of Villa Kubu’s world class chef in his creation of customized gourmet meals.

Perfect for honeymooners, in addition to larger groups of people who want to be close to each other while still retaining an element of independence, the magnetism and serenity of Villa Kubu is guaranteed to draw its visitors back, time and time again!

www.villakubu.com